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The Culture of India

2010-04-01

heir to a diverse array of traditions the indian subcontinent boasts customs that are distinguished by a constant juxtaposition of the ancient and the modern the omnibus culture that has resulted from
a rich history reflects an accommodation of ideas from across the globe and over time this inviting narrative examines the tapestry of major events and beliefs that imbue everyday indian life with
vitality and it presents the remarkable achievements in writing and the arts that have influenced individuals throughout the world

The Idea of India

2004

this long essay makes an eloquent and persuasive argument for nehru s idea of nationhood in india at a time when the relevance of nehru s vision is under scrutiny this book assumes a special significance

THE FORGOTTEN HISTORY OF INDIA

2021-11-29

it was a court battle between the first prime minister of india jawahar lal nehru and organiser an english weekly backed by the rss that led to restrictions on freedom of expression which we are debating
today the rss had defended the sacred sikh shrine darbar sahib at amritsar twice when muslim league led mobs attacked it in 1947 did you know that one single anti india and pro china book india s china
war written by anglo australian journalist neville maxwell shaped the global narrative against india for more than five decades it was a swedish journalist bertil lintner who challenged it and turned
the tables on chinese propaganda with his book china s india war but even indians don t talk about it everyone remembers the 1962 war when india lost to china but there was another war in 1967 on
sikkim border where india took the revenge of 1967 and defeated china most of us don t even know about this great victory indians have been made to remember the 1962 defeat and forget the glorious
victory of 1967 many such stories which comprise the forgotten history of india are part of this book this forgotten history of india has been buried deep down in the dusty archives waiting to be told

The Heart of India

1996

stories of depth and eloquence that take us to the very heart of the indian experience for more than twenty years mark tully was the bbc chief of bureau in delhi and his name and his voice became
synonymous with the country he had made his home for years he sent back dispatches interpreting the subcontinent to the outside world but the truth of india is remarkably resistant to reportage imbued
with his love for india and informed by his vast experience mark tully has woven together a series of extraordinary stories all the stories are set in uttar pradesh and tell of very different lives of a
barren wife who visits a holy man and subsequently conceives but is it a miracle or something more worldly of a son s carefully laid plot to take revenge against his father s murderer with a surprising
twist when his case comes to court of a daughter persuaded by her friends to spurn an arranged marriage whose romance ends in blackmail of a man s inability to overcome the conventions of caste and
go into business which leads to his wife breaking purdah and taking control of the family in these and in other stories mark tully delicately probes the nuances of life in india

A History of India

2010-02-04

this new edition of burton stein s classic a history ofindia builds on the success of the original to provide anupdated narrative of the development of indian society culture and politics from 7000 bc to
the present new edition of burton stein s classic text provides anarrative from 7000 bc up to the twenty first century includes updated and extended coverage of the modern period with a new chapter
covering the death of nehru in 1964 to thepresent expands coverage of india s internal political and economicdevelopment and its wider diplomatic role in the region features a new introduction updated
glossary and furtherreading sections and numerous figures photographs and fullyrevised maps



A Book of India

2002-07

an indispensable volume written by the director of ethnology in india herbert risley it gives a very full and scholarly account concerning the people of india chapter one classifies the people according to
their physical types chapter 2 classifies them according to the social types chapter three is a very amusing section of the proverbs and popular saying of the people about themselves chapter four
concerns the rituals of caste and marriage chapter 5 is on caste and religion chapter 6 discuss the origins of caste and chapter 7 notices caste and nationality at the end are 7 appendices that give
information on proverbs maps of caste anthropometric data infant marriage laws modern theories of caste kulin polygamy and the santhal and munda tribes the book has 35 illustrations this book is a
reprint of the 1915 edition

The People of India

1999

many years earlier sri aurobindo had written in the human cycle the objective view of society has reigned throughout the historical period of humanity in the west it has been sufficiently strong though
not absolutely engrossing in the east rulers people and thinkers alike have understood by their national existence a political status the extent of their borders their economic well being and expansion
their laws institutions and the working of these things for this reason political and economic motives have everywhere predominated on the surface and history has been a record of their operations and
influence the one subjective and psychological force consciously admitted and with difficulty deniable has been that of the individual this predominance is so great that most modern historians and some
political thinkers have concluded that objective necessities are by law of nature the only really determining forces all else is result or superficial accidents of these forces scientific history has been
conceived as if it must be a record and appreciation of the environmental motives of political action of the play of economic forces and developments and the course of institutional evolution the few
who still valued the psychological element have kept their eye fixed on individuals and are not far from conceiving of history as a mass of biographies the truer and more comprehensive science of the
future will see that these conditions only apply to the imperfectly self conscious period of national development even then there was always a greater subjective force working behind individuals
policies economic movements and the change of institutions but it worked for the most part subconsciously more as a subliminal self than as a conscious mind this book is an attempt to write the
history of india from the subjective viewpoint without in any way distracting from the external events on the contrary it will enhance greatly and give meaning to the objective narration of external
events that took place the indian people are by nature subjective in their approach to life the stress in india has always been more on the inside than on the outside this inwardness has been one of the
striking features of indian culture an india without the great vedic and upanishadic scriptures and the spiritual personalities of rama and krishna would not be india any more a study and appreciation of
indian history therefore demands more particularly a subjective understanding and appreciation it may even be said that the study of indian history demands an approach that values the impact of the
highest truths and thought found in india s greatest scriptures literature and mythology as well as the influence of the ideals lived and taught by rama krishna buddha and a long list of rishis and
saints the impact of such inner forces in shaping the outer history of india is thus a key topic of inquiry for this book secondly it is evident to serious thinkers that all human behaviour whether on the
individual or the collective plane is the direct consequence of the inner psychological state in this book an attempt has been made to interpret the events of indian history from a psychological point of
view this does not mean that external events are any less important rather they gain greater importance when seen in the light of the inner psychological vision and deeper forces behind them the
significance of external events lies in the meaning that a true subjectivism and an inward approach to knowledge alone can give one of the most powerful subjective forces in history has been that of the
individual there have been times in the history of a nation when events have revolved around an individual personality this book lays much stress on the impact of individual personalities

History of India

2015-04-24

ethnological study

The Heart of India

1958
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People of India

1992

since its publication in 1985 madhur jaffrey s a taste of india has become the definitive indian cookbook and is now reissued in a reduced format paperback edition madhur jaffrey uses her vast knowledge
and descriptive skills together with a wealth of superb photographs to set the foods of her homeland in their regional context a taste of india is a magnificent book spiced with anecdotes and personal
reminiscences which conveys all the colour and diversity of india s rich culinary heritage from the mountains of northern kashmir she has selected a sweet pumpkin and walnut chutney that is served at
wedding banquets from the dry plains of western saurashtra a deliccious savoury cake made from a batter of rice and split peas dishes like these together with many other sweets snacks breads roasts
skcwered kebabs and pilafs form an exhaustive collection of recipes that will satisfy the most experienced cook and enthusiastic beginner alike
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essays

A Taste of India

2001

returning to 1960s india after decades beyond its borders ved mehta explores his native country with two sets of eyes those of the man educated in the west and those of the child raised under the raj
travelling from the himalayas in the east to kerala in the west ved mehta s observations and insights into india and some of its most interesting figures including indira gandhi jaya prakash narayan and
satyajit ray create one of the twentieth century s most thought provoking travel memoirs

The Meaning of India

1996
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My Impression of India

1947

in democracy the responsibility for delivering good government rests on the performance of the executive yet the bureaucracy plays a significant part in its success though the bureaucracy is required to
function under political direction but their knowledge and erudition certainly facilitate success in administrators of india contains the profiles of ten successfully administrators who made a niche in
different fields of their endeavours they are not biographical essays in the conventional sense the emphasis is on highlighting the contributions of personalities chosen of these v p menon successfully
brought the unification of 565 princely states in the union of india k m panikkar had been an eminent writer in malayalam and english a successful administrator diplomat and educationist c d deshmukh the
first indian to be appointed governor of the reserve bank of india by the british raj was an economist p n haksar was one of the key policy makers who contributed greatly in the successful prime
ministership of indira gandhi nagendra singh was a many splendoured personality a prince who was a jurist civil servant author international diplomat and defender of human rights i g patel had been an
economist technocrat civil servant university administrator and fourteenth governor of the reserve bank of india m s swaminathan is the father of green revolutions in asia gvg krishnamurthy the former
election commissioner of india is a unique enigmatic and versatile successful administrator verghese kurien is known as milkman of india who has ushered in white revolution e sreedharan is known for
meticulous planning and execution of delhi metro system



Portrait of India

2021-02-04

a comprehensive survey of indian history from its early beginnings to the present includes discussion of the assassination of rajiv gandhi violence in kashmir punjab and assam and the effects of rural
development

Portrait of India, By Ved Mehta

1970

nehru is a book for today not heavy and cumbersome but sharp and witty and relevant not just to india but to other countries as well biblio this short beautifully written biography examines a great
figure of twentieth century nationalism from the vantage point of the beginning of the twenty first deftly weaving personal facets with historical events it tells the fascinating story of jawaharlal
nehru aristocrat socialist anti imperialist foremost disciple of gandhi with whom he didn t always see eye to eye die hard secularist and prime minister who sought to educate the indian masses in
democracy by his own personal example shashi tharoor also analyses the principal pillars of nehru s legacy to india democratic institution building staunch pan indian secularism socialist economics at
home and a foreign policy of non alignment all of which were integral to a vision of indianness that is fundamentally contested today praise for the book exceedingly well informed passionately conceived
and elegantly written outlook it is a must read to understand the fact that with the passage of nehru s time the country s intellect has narrowed tremendously telegraph sparkling anecdotal and not
necessarily controversial nehru is inventive in its own delightful way low keyed unpretentious but highly readable free press journal shashi tharoor is full of verve and flashing insight nehru is a short
accessible intelligent and lively book the washington post

Foreign Policy of India

2009

this india album brings together over twenty years of raghu rai s work in color trained in the competitive melee of indian newspaper photography raghu delighted his editors from the earliest days of his
career by returning from assignments with images that were different expressing in dramatic form and intensity the essence of the story and capturing human emotions in images that imprinted themselves on
the conscience of india for raghu rai india is a continuum of heightened experience and he savors each moment by intensely observing details in the kaleidoscope of humanity and nature the changing forms and
colors and patters that move and reshape themselves until they present an image that satisfies his critical and masterly eye india is to be experienced he tells young aspiring photo journalists only then
can your photographs have meaning his india is everyday india the life of his rural childhood his photographs talk about the simple people the village people the rituals and routines that make up the
rhythm of their days their spiritual fervor their dignity and sense of color and self adornment as well as the earthy beauty of their humble homes and the unconscious artistry of their agricultural
labor this album is his personal experience of india his reflection of the land that continues to absorb and surprise and satisfy his continuous creative search

Silence of India

2017-09-26

the book as well as covering the well trodden ground of religion philosophy and social organisation includes chapters on literature art architecture music and science a special section deals with the
influence of indian civilization on the rest of the world condition good

Great Administrators of India

2009

this is a reproduction of a book published before 1923 this book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc that were either part of the original
artifact or were introduced by the scanning process we believe this work is culturally important and despite the imperfections have elected to bring it back into print as part of our continuing
commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide we appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the preservation process and hope you enjoy this valuable book



A New History of India

1997

history book

Nehru: Invention of India-PB

2007

aryan a word that today evokes images of racial hatred and atrocity was first used by europeans to suggest bonds of kinship as thomas trautmann shows in his far reaching history of british
orientalism and the ethnology of india when the historical relationship uniting sanskrit with the languages of europe was discovered it seemed clear that indians and britons belonged to the same family
thus the indo european or aryan idea based on the principle of linguistic kinship dominated british ethnological inquiry in the nineteenth century however an emergent biological race science attacked the
authority of the orientalists the spectacle of a dark skinned people who were evidently civilized challenged victorian ideas and race science responded to the enigma of india by redefining the aryan concept
in narrowly white racial terms by the end of the nineteenth century race science and orientalism reached a deep and lasting consensus in regard to india which trautmann calls the racial theory of indian
civilization and which he undermines with his powerful analysis of colonial ethnology in india his work of reassessing british orientalism and the aryan idea will be of great interest to historians
anthropologists and cultural critics

Dreams of India

1996

reprint of the original first published in 1871 the publishing house anatiposi publishes historical books as reprints due to their age these books may have missing pages or inferior quality our aim is to
preserve these books and make them available to the public so that they do not get lost

A Cultural History of India

1975

daughters of india is a collection of the stories of twenty indian women who range from traditional to modern repressed to highly innovative and outcast to entrepreneur each story highlights how
these women use creative expression as a means of empowerment with 250 full color illustrations author stephen huyler introduces the reader to these individual indian women and their art and draws
us into their colorful lives and inspiring achievements book jacket

The Tribal Culture of India

1977

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as
true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world
and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant



History of India

2013-11

jawaharlal nehru was plato s philosopher king who discovered an india that remains an undiscovered possibility nehru and the spirit of india is a critical and nuanced perusal of his intellectual and
political legacy from the politics of friendship between nehru and sheikh abdullah nehru s defense of secularism in the constituent assembly debates to what propelled nehru to curb free speech in the first
amendment manash firaq bhattacharjee draws from political history to illuminate fierce debates in india today kashmir the caa and hate speech be it contemporary events like the miracle of ganesha
drinking milk and the use of vedic astrology in chandrayaan 2 or the agonising suicide of a doctor the author examines the fractured nature of indian modernity which nehru had suggestively called a garb
bhattacharjee bolsters nehru s view that india is enriched by the encounter of cultures and that we must not discard the past but engage with it as a second generation refugee bhattacharjee argues for
a minoritarian approach to national politics breaking ideological and disciplinary protocols he compels us to learn from the insights of poets and thinkers lucidly written this provocative book offers
an original perspective on nehru and indian history

History of India

1943

india is undergoing massive urbanization the future form of indian cities in terms of urban planning and design is most urgent a study of the key historical moments from the point of view of urban
development is thus important with case studies from the time cities originated in the indian subcontinent and hand drawn illustrations of these cities till the ones in recent times the author discusses the
last two hundred years of urban development in india with emphasis on the overall structure of the city its nature of public places institutions and housing

Aryans and British India

2023-07-28

the partition of india in 1947 caused one of the great human convulsions of history the statistics are staggering twelve million people were displaced a million died seventy five thousand women are said
to have been abducted and raped families were divided properties lost homes destroyed in public memory however the violent disturbing realities that accompanied partition have remained blanketed in silence
and yet in private the voices of partition have never been stilled and its ramifications have not yet ended urvashi butalia s remarkable book the outcome of a decade of interviews and research looks at
what partition was intended to achieve and how it worked on the ground and in people s lives pieced together from oral narratives and testimonies in many cases from women children and dalits marginal
voices never heard before and supplemented by documents reports diaries memoirs and parliamentary records this is a moving personal chronicle of partition that places people instead of grand politics at
the centre these are the untold stories of partition stories that india has not dared to confront even after fifty years of independence

A Comprehensive History of India

2023-03-28

articles previously published in 2 different books india s problem of her future constitution and home study series number 2 during 1940 1941

Daughters of India

2008

from the end of the eighteenth century two distinct global processes began to transform livelihoods and living conditions in the south asia region these were the rise of british colonial rule and
globalization that is the integration of the region in the emerging world markets for goods capital and labour services two hundred years later india was the home to many of the world s poorest people
as well as one of the fastest growing market economies in the world does a study of the past help to explain the paradox of growth amidst poverty the economic history of india 1857 2010 claims
that the roots of this paradox go back to india s colonial past when internal factors like geography and external forces like globalization and imperial rule created prosperity in some areas and
poverty in others looking at the recent scholarship in this area this revised edition covers new subjects like environment and princely states the author sets out the key questions that a study of long



run economic change in india should begin with and shows how historians have answered these questions and where the gaps remain

History of India: Historic Accounts of India by Foreign Travellers, Classic, Oriental, and Occidental, by A.V.W. Jackson

2018-02-03

An Historical Disquisition Concerning the Knowledge which the Ancients Had of India

1822

Nehru and the Spirit of India

2022-07-11

The Birds of India

1862

History of Urban Form of India

2023-09-15

The Other Side of Silence

1998

Ideological Conflict and Partition of India

2005

Problem of India's Future Constitution, and Allied Articles

1992



The Early History of India from 600 B.C. to the Muhammadan Conquest

1914

The Economic History of India, 1857–2010

2020-09-10

The Cyclop�dia of India and of Eastern and Southern Asia

1885
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